SOFT SCIENCE

Hey, come to the beach
You studied all night long 
You deserve a break

I can’t talk right now
I really should work
It wasn’t enough
Soft science is hard

Look the Sun is out
You shouldn’t stay inside
It’s real bad for your health

I told you I can’t
I don’t want to know
I’m not nearly done
Soft science is hard

How is it so hard?
You’ll study more tomorrow 
Now please have a break

Soft science is hard
Though it’s hardly science
Things that work in theory
Stay in the abstract

Please do it for me
They’re heading to a beach
South of Saint Augustine

Just give me a minute
I’m almost done reading
Well I guess I could
Close my books for now



BIT VALLEY

The // city rumble’s muted by the snow
everything’s just going with the flow

lines of code on a screen
in black and green

Wondering if the sea will overflow
in the valley there’s no way to know

lines of code on a screen
in black and green

the // Train’s so fast I’m having vertigo
Tryin’ to focus on my radio show

lines of code on a screen
in black and green

finally home time to blow off some steam
but I know what awaits in my dream

lines of code on a screen
in black and green



TREASURE ISLAND 

See, a giant bird on a hotel
broken up pieces of seashells
Everything looks a bit pastel

Look, it’s all so quiet on the inlet
Birds dry their wings in the sunset
don’t block the light, they get upset

keep looking for the prize
in Treasure Island skies
the movement of the tides
the ocean hypnotiz—ing me

The water’s clear and so shallow
nothing could ever spoil this show
Everything has a special glow

look, the clouds are turning indigo
I’m overhearing calypso
I guess it’s time for me to go

keep looking for the prize
in Treasure Island skies
the movement of the tides
the ocean hypnotiz—ing me



RADIANT RADISH

Healthy in body and mind
dodging the everyday grind
as if I were the everyday kind

I’ve checked my brains at the door
Popped all the pills in the store
It keeps me focused on the prize more 

Forget the traffic in LA
While heading down to Ocean Way

Think of the coast
and all the things that you love most
Your baby grand
Playing piano in the sand

Send all those good good vibrations
rippling like waves in the ocean
trynna catch some inspiration

90 degrees fahrenheit
time for a swim am I right?
keep acting like your future’s so bright

Forget the traffic in LA
While heading down to Biscayne Bay

Think of the coast
and all the things that you love most
Your baby grand
Playing piano in the sand


CROCODILE

Layin’ there alone
Starin’ at my phone
Oh why am I still inside?

Cooped up in my mind
Yeah that’s all I could find
looking for metaphors

I’m so lonely I could move a crocodile
don’t fake smile
If you wanna call me in a little while
just dial

how’m I gonna drown
the// tears of a clown
turn that frown upside down?

Sunset’s looking nice
right, but there’s a price
I don’t know, maybe so

I’m so lonely I could move a crocodile
don’t fake smile
If you wanna call me in a little while
just dial


CANDY

You leave this trail of sweet perfume in the air
Wherever I go I see you but you’re not there 

Sugar candy, you’re so sweet
Baby no one can compete
But to get what’s underneath
I might have to break my teeth

I’m so addicted to you and that’s unfair
cause// you melt like snow in the sun, fade in the air

Sugar candy, you’re so sweet
Baby no one can compete
But to get what’s underneath
I might have to break my teeth 


FLOWERLAND

It was never planned
I guess my rocket couldn’t land
I recall having lost command
I must have crashed now here I stand

with all the people getting tanned
looking for treasures in the sand
I’m not sure if I understand
but it’s all good in flowerland

in Flowerland x4

Another planet to explore
Another star another core
Another extinct dinosaur
or maybe I’ve been here before

Watching the dogs bark at a kite
and all the seabirds taking flight
I’m far away but it’s alright
I guess I’m staying here tonight

in Flowerland x4


EVENING SUN

It’s almost ten but it’s not even dark
hurry up soon they’ll be closing the park
what were you saying? my head’s in the clouds
thinking I need some sleep as I sweep through the crowds

*****
another day wasting under the sun
over the moon playing ‘band on the run’
when is the last time I needed a drink?
I don’t know, let me think, let me think

colors are circling around
turning your head upside down
my feet aren’t touching the ground
on the merry-go-round

I’m feeling numb maybe I should lie down 
act like a tourist in my own hometown
ever been blinded by the evening sun?
all this heat and yet Summer hasn’t even begun

*****
just one more round and I’ll call it a night
can’t find my shades and the future’s too bright
how long is the longest day of the year?
I don’t know, but it’s near, but it’s near

colors are circling around
turning your head upside down
my feet aren’t touching the ground
on the merry-go-round


BABY

You know, you must take a look at the new land
The swimming pool and the teeth of your friend
The dirt in my hand
You know, you must take a look at me

Baby, baby, I know that's the way
Baby, baby, I know that's the way

You know, you must try the new ice cream flavor
Do me a favor, look at me closer
Join us and go far
And hear the new sound of my Bossa Nova

Baby, baby, it's been a long time
Baby, baby, it's been a long time

You know, it's time now to learn Portuguese
It's time now to learn what I know
And what I don't know
And what I don't know
And what I don't know

I know, with me everything is fine
It's time now to make up your mind
We live in the biggest city of South America
Of South America
Of South America
Look here, read what I wrote on my shirt

Baby, baby, I love you



WIZZO

Hover down
to the subway station,
Wizzo you’re new in town
Gotta make an impression

oh but // guess what’s next?
You don’t have to hurry
Didn’t you get the text?
See the future came early

Wizzo all this sound
Whirling ‘bove the ground
Watch it waltz around
Who knows where it’s bound

Levitate
rhythms up and down
make them evaporate
or follow us around

Casting spells
When we’re all alone
Turning sights into smells
Wizzo we’re in the zone

Wizzo all this sound
Whirling ‘bove the ground
Watch it waltz around
Who knows where it’s bound


SATELLITE

Watching my thoughts go ‘round in circles counter-clockwise
Can’t fall asleep, guess I don’t wanna miss the sunrise

Look around there’s no one there
in the middle of nowhere
stuck with lots of time to spare

on my satellite
stars shine bright
and there’s not a soul in sight

on my satellite
Day and Night
you should try it it’s alright

Gravity’s gone, but you attract me like a magnet 
You’re almost done, getting me caught into your orbit 
Look around there’s no one there
in the middle of nowhere
stuck with lots of time to spare

on my satellite
stars shine bright
and there’s not a soul in sight

on my satellite
Day and Night
you should try it it’s alright


ROCKET SHOW

They say it’s drawn to an end
My friend
At once let’s change the trend

We have been rotating round 
the Sun
Let’s expand the fun

Bring your favorite flower
Plant it in this tower
You might see it grow
How could we know
Welcome to the Rocket show   

Our Solar system is fully crammed
Satellites are jammed

We’ve heard of places with endless dawns
That’s where we belong 

//Make sure to pack things right
Cause passed the moon there’s no light//
 
Bring your favorite flower
Plant it in this tower
You might see it grow
How could we know
Welcome to the Rocket show   

They say the Journey will last a year
Beyond the stratosphère

My fellow Earthlings i wish you well
And hope you break the spell 

Fly safe and farewell     




